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A NOTE ON TRANSLATES OF BOUNDED MEASURES

by

Louis

Pigno

In this paper G is a locally compact group and M(G) the measure
algebra of G. By Lp(G) (1 ~ p ~ ~) we mean the usual Lebesgue space
of indexp formed with respect to left Haar measure 03BB on G.
For x e G the left translate xll of 03BC e M(G) may be defined by

where E is any Borel subset of G. Many authors (see [3, p. 278], [6,
p. 230], [7], and [8, pp. 91-93]) have characterized in terms of translation those measures y E M(G) which are absolutely continuous with respect to 03BB. In this paper we give a characterization of absolutely continuous measures in terms of translation which enables us to solve a
multiplier problem of Doss.
For abelian groups satisfying the first axiom of countability, Edwards
[2, p. 407] has proved the following interesting theorem:
THEOREM 1. Let li E M(G) be such that for ead1 relatively compact Borel
subset V of G the function x - p(V+ x) is equal locally a.e. to a continuous function on G. Then 03BC is absolutely continuous with respect to À.
Actually Edwards proves Theorem 1 for all Radon measures, but we
need only consider finite measures in the sequel. The hypothesis that G
be first countable is used to obtain a sequence for an approximate identity instead of the usual net.
Theorem 1 has applications to the problem of multipliers of Fourier
transforms so it is natural to want to remove the hypothesis of first
countable. Moreover, in the multiplier problem which we shall consider,
the following situation obtains: For each relatively compact Borel subset V of G the function x - p(V+x) is equal a.e. to a function h which
is continuous except possibly on a null set. The desired conclusion, namely
that y be absolutely continuous, does not now follow from Theorem
1 even if G be first countable.
The proof of the following theorem was suggested by a reading of
Theorem (35.13) of [4] and the referee’s report on [5].

THEOREM 2. Let G be a

locally compact group and 03BC E M(G)
309

such that

310

for each relatively compact Borel subset V of G the function x -+ J1(xV)
is equal locally a.e. to a function h on G which is continuous except possibly
on a locally null set. Then J1 is absolutely continuous with respect to A.
PROOF. As in [5] the proof of the present theorem is obtained by
modifying the proof of Theorem (35.13) of [4]. Our notation for the
remainder of the proof is that of [4].
Consider the Lebesgue decomposition of J1 with respect to A: J1
J1a + v. It suffices to show that v is the zero measure. Suppose not; then
1. Let B, F, ce, U,
we may assume without loss of generality that 11 v 11
in
Theorem
of
be
as
and
Wo
Vo,
(35.13) [4, pp. 382-383]. We may also
assume U has compact closure. Define
=

=

where Li is the modular function on G. Let Ho be the open
generated by the compact set U - u W-0 ~ VÕ.
For each positive integer n construct open sets Yn such that,

subgroup

As in Theorem (35.13) of [4, p. 383] there is a neighborhood Wn of the
identity such that Wn c Wo and Wn F c Vn. Clearly the sets F, Vn, and
Wn are subsets of Ho. By Theorem (8.7) of [3, p. 71 ] there is a closed normal subgroup Hl of Ho such that

Ho/Hl is a metric group satisfying the second axiom of countability. Letting HOIH, play the role of G/Go, we construct W-1 and Y as in
Theorem (35.13). W-1 is an open dense subset of Wo such that
and

By construction

we

also have that

By hypothesis, there is a function h such that h(x) v(xV) l.a.e. with
h continuous except perhaps on a locally null set A1. The set A2
{x ~ G : v(xV) =F h(x)l is by hypothesis locally null. Hence A A1 ~ A2
is locally null. Since W-1BA is dense in WoBA we have by (1)
=

=

=
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Hence

Since

and

Next

we

observe that

03B103BB(W0BA) ~ c03BB(V).
(2) that

hence

which is

Since

03BB(W0BA) = 03BB(W0)

we

conclude

by

contradiction. The proof is now complete.
proceed to our main result. Let ç be a complex-valued function defined on the additive group of real numbers R. Put {2}
L1(R) ~
L~(R) and let {3} be the set of f ~ {2} which are Riemann integrable on
every finite interval. Doss [1, p. 170] has posed the problem of determining the multipliers (2, 3). The function ç is said to be a multiplier
of type (2, 3) if, given f e {2}, there corresponds a g e {3} such that
gf = g, where A denotes the Fourier transformation. We prove the
following theorem:
We

a

now

=

THEOREM 3. The function qJ is

~ = for

some

a

multiplier of type (2, 3) if and only if

fELl(R).

PROOF. One half of the theorem is obvious. To prove the converse,
suppose ç is a multiplier of type (2, 3). This implies (see [5, p. 757])
that ç
fi for some ,u e M(R).
Let V be any relatively compact Borel subset of R and j - v the characteristic function of - V. By hypothesis the convolution 03BC*03BE-V is a.e.
equal to a function h which is continuous except perhaps on a set of
Lebesgue measure zero. By Theorem 2 d03BC(x) f(x)dx for some f ~ L1(R)
and this concludes the proof.
we

=

=
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